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The Dutch and German Communist Left (1900–68)
Philippe Bourrinet 2016-11-29 The Dutch-German
Communist Left separated from the Comintern (1921)
on questions like electoralism, trade-unionism, united
fronts, the one-party state and anti-proletarian
violence. The present volume provides the most
substantial history to date of this tendency in the
twentieth-century Communist movement.
Lithuanian Jewish Communities Nancy Schoenburg
1996-01-01 This volume lists, in alphabetical order,
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the major Jewish communities that existed in Lithuania
before World War II. The name of each community is
accompanied by information about it: when it was
founded, the Jewish population in different years,
shops and synagogues, and the names of citizens. An
appendix locates each town on a map of Lithuania.
Since most of the Jewish communities in Lithuania were
destroyed in the Holocaust, this volume will be a
valuable tool in recreating a picture of Lithuanian
Jewry.
Corpus Linguistics Anke L deling 2009
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How the Brain Evolved Language Donald Loritz
2002-02-28 How can an infinite number of sentences
be generated from one human mind? How did language
evolve in apes? In this book Donald Loritz addresses
these and other fundamental and vexing questions
about language, cognition, and the human brain. He
starts by tracing how evolution and natural
adaptation selected certain features of the brain to
perform communication functions, then shows how
those features developed into designs for human
language. The result -- what Loritz calls an
adaptive grammar -- gives a unified explanation of
language in the brain and contradicts directly (and
controversially) the theory of innateness proposed
by, among others, Chomsky and Pinker.
Word Expert Semantics Bart C. Papegaaij 1986
Scientific and Technical Translation Isadore Pinchuck
1977-01-01
Languages and Communities in Early Modern Europe
Peter Burke 2004-09-16 This book is a cultural
history of European languages from the invention of
printing to the French Revolution.
English as a Lingua Franca in Higher Education Ute
Smit 2010-05-26 With English-medium higher
education burgeoning in Europe and elsewhere outside
the English-speaking world, this book is the first to
kursy-lingvist-praim

offer an ethnographically-embedded analysis of such
classroom discourse by taking cognizance of English
functioning as a lingua franca (ELF) in international
student groups. By virtue of investigating one such
educational programme in its entirety, the study also
enlarges the present knowledge on ELF discourse as it
offers novel insights into the interactional dynamics
that shape and develop an educational community of
practice.
European Islamophobia Report 2015 Enes Bayrakl
2016-03-23 The Report is an annual report, which is
presented for the first time this year. It currently
comprises 25 national reports regarding each state
and the tendencies of Islamophobia in each respective
country.
Cultural and Linguistic Minorities in the Russian
Federation and the European Union Heiko F. Marten
2015-01-06 This is the first comprehensive volume
to compare the sociolinguistic situations of
minorities in Russia and in Western Europe. As such, it
provides insight into language policies, the
ethnolinguistic vitality and the struggle for reversal
of language shift, language revitalization and
empowerment of minorities in Russia and the European
Union. The volume shows that, even though largely
unknown to a broader English-reading audience, the
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linguistic composition of Russia is by no means less
diverse than multilingualism in the EU. It is therefore a
valuable introduction into the historical
backgrounds and current linguistic, social and legal
affairs with regard to Russia’s manifold ethnic and
linguistic minorities, mirrored on the discussion of
recent issues in a number of well-known Western
European minority situations.
Complete Esperanto Tim Owen 2019-01-10 Do you
want to develop a solid understanding of Esperanto
and communicate confidently with others? Through
authentic conversations, vocabulary building,
grammar explanations, and extensive practice and
review, Complete Esperanto will equip you with the
practical skills you need to use modern Esperanto in a
variety of realistic settings and situations,
developing your cultural awareness along the way.
What will I achieve by the end of the course? By the
end of Complete Esperanto you will have a solid
intermediate-level grounding in the four key skills reading, writing, speaking, and listening - and be able
to communicate with confidence and accuracy. Is this
course for me? If you want to move confidently from
beginner to intermediate level, this is the course for
you. It's perfect for the self-study learner, with a
one-on-one tutor, or for the beginner classroom. It
kursy-lingvist-praim

can also be used as a refresher course. What do I
get? -18 learning units plus verbs reference and word
glossary and revision section -Discovery Method figure out rules and patterns to make the language
stick -Teaches the key skills - reading, writing,
listening, and speaking -Learn to learn - tips and skills
on how to be a better language learner -Culture
notes - learn about modern Esperanto culture Outcome-based learning - focus your studies with
clear aims -Authentic listening activities - everyday
conversations give you a flavor of real spoken
Esperanto -Test Yourself - see and track your own
progress *Complete Esperanto maps from Novice Low
to Advanced Low level proficiency of ACTFL
(American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages) and from A1 Beginner to B1/B2 Upper
Intermediate level of the CEFR (Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages) guidelines.
Please note not all devices support the audio/video
component of enhanced ebooks. We recommend you
download a sample to check compatibility with your
device. Alternatively, you can find the audio for this
course for free on our website
https://library.teachyourself.com. You will be able
to stream it online or download it to the Teach
Yourself Library app. Rely on Teach Yourself,
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trusted by language learners for over 80 years.
The Delights of Learning Turkish Yasar Esendal
Kuzucu 2014-05-29 'The Delights of Learning
Turkish' is a self-study course book that takes the
learner from the beginner level to the intermediate
level in Turkish. It is designed for English speakers,
targeting adult and young adult learners; especially
for those planning to settle and live in Turkey or
visiting Turkey for business or pleasure. It is a
comprehensive, explanatory approach to Turkish
language teaching how to construct and use the
language both in formal and colloquial forms with
dialogues, examples, grammar points, vocabulary and
exercises. It shows the grammatical structures in
detail with examples, which enables the learners to
make their own sentences instead of depending on offthe-shelf phrases. In the book, you can also find
general information about the Turkish alphabet and
Turkish language as well as notes on Turkish
culture in daily life. Covering so many language
points, this book is also a grammar reference that
targets a wide range of audience including advanced
learners. At the end of the book, you will find the
keys to the exercises. There are also Turkish - English
and English - Turkish glossary sections as well as
Turkish proverbs and idioms added to the book with
kursy-lingvist-praim

explanations.
Incompleteness: The Proof and Paradox of Kurt G del
(Great Discoveries) Rebecca Goldstein 2006-02-17
A portrait of the eminent twentieth-century
mathematician discusses his theorem of incompleteness,
relationships with such contemporaries as Albert
Einstein, and untimely death as a result of mental
instability and self-starvation.
Anglicisms in German Alexander Onysko 2007 Offers
a detailed account of the influence of English in
German based on a large scale corpus analysis of the
newsmagazine "Der Spiegel". This book presents a
study that is structured into three parts, each of
which deals with fundamental questions and as of yet
unsolved and disputed issues in the domain of anglicism
research and language contact.
Studying Peoples in the People's Democracies II Vintil
Mih ilescu 2008 Bulgaria and Serbia during socialism
are outlined from many different points of view in this
volume. Beyond local and personal trajectories the
authors illuminate more general and comparative
questions. Was there anything like a "socialist
anthropology", common to all three countries? Did
Soviet and/or Marxist influences, in the discipline and
in society in general, penetrate so deeply as to form
an unavoidable common denominator of
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anthropological practice? The answers turn out to
be complex and subtle. While unifying ideological
forces were very strong in the 1950s, diversity
increased thereafter. Anthropology was entangled
with national ideology in all three countries, but the
evidence nonetheless calls for "polyphonic"
interpretations.
Ethnicity and Ethnic Conflict in the Post-Communist
World B. Fowkes 2002-03-06 Ethnic and national
conflicts have been an unexpected and major source of
problems in many parts of the world in recent times.
Nowhere more so than in the formerly communist
countries. This book provides a readable introduction
to, and brief analytical coverage of, all the ethnic
disputes of the 1990s. Full justice is done both to
complex present-day situations and the deeper roots
of ethnic conflict. This is followed by a review and
evaluation of the main available explanations. The
book is required reading for anyone who wants to
understand why the fall of communism did not
introduce an era of goodwill between the nations.
The Patriotism of Despair Serguei Alex. Oushakine
2011-02-23 The sudden dissolution of the Soviet
Union altered the routines, norms, celebrations, and
shared understandings that had shaped the lives of
Russians for generations. It also meant an end to the
kursy-lingvist-praim

state-sponsored, nonmonetary support that most
residents had lived with all their lives. How did
Russians make sense of these historic
transformations? Serguei Alex Oushakine offers a
compelling look at postsocialist life in Russia. In
Barnaul, a major industrial city in southwestern
Siberia that has lost 25 percent of its population
since 1991, many Russians are finding that what binds
them together is loss and despair. The Patriotism of
Despair examines the aftermath of the collapse of the
Soviet Union, graphically described in spray paint by a
graffiti artist in Barnaul: "We have no Motherland."
Once socialism disappeared as a way of understanding
the world, what replaced it in people's minds? Once
socialism stopped orienting politics and economics,
how did capitalism insinuate itself into routine
practices? Serguei Alex. Oushakine offers a compelling
look at postsocialist life in noncosmopolitan Russia.
He introduces readers to the "neocoms": people who
mourn the loss of the Soviet economy and the
remonetization of transactions that had not
involved the exchange of cash during the Soviet era.
Moving from economics into military conflict and
personal loss, Oushakine also describes the ways in
which veterans of the Chechen war and mothers of
soldiers who died there have connected their immediate
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experiences with the country's historical disruptions.
The country, the nation, and traumatized individuals,
Oushakine finds, are united by their vocabulary of
shared pain.
Contrastive Analysis in Language D. Willems
2003-12-16 This is a book about comparison in
linguistics in general, rather than 'contrastive
analysis' as a distinct branch of linguistics. It
addresses the question 'Does the analytical
apparatus used by linguists allow comparisons to be
made across languages?' Four major domains are
considered in turn: derivational morphology, syntax,
semantics & pragmatics, and discourse. Contributions
cover a broad spectrum of linguistic disciplines,
ranging from contrastive linguistics and linguistic
typology to translation studies and historical
linguistics.
The Big Silver Book of Russian Verbs, 2nd Edition Jack
Franke 2011-08-05 Become a Russian verb virtuoso!
The Big Silver Book of Russian Verbs is the most
comprehensive resource available for learning and
mastering Russian verbs. Designed for beginning through
advanced learners, this indispensable guide will help
you conjugate verbs with ease, enabling you to
communicate in Russian confidently. Inside you will
find: 555 fully conjugated verbs, listed
kursy-lingvist-praim

alphabetically Current idioms and expressions for
each verb The Top 50 verbs, with many examples of
their usage in context More than 4,200 verbs crossreferenced to conjugation models A handy guide to
deciphering irregular verb forms
Translating as a Purposeful Activity Christiane
Nord 2018-02-19 This bestselling text is a
comprehensive overview of functionalist approaches
to translation in English. Christiane Nord, one of the
leading figures in translation studies, explains the
complexities of theories and terms in simple language
with numerous examples. Covering how the theories
developed, illustrations of the main ideas, and specific
applications to translator training, literary
translation, interpreting and ethics, Translating as a
Purposeful Activity concludes with a concise review
of both criticisms and perspectives for the future.
Now with a Foreword by Georges Bastin and a new
chapter covering the recent developments and
elaborations of the theory, this is an essential text
for students of translation studies and for
translator training.
The Art of Language Invention David J. Peterson
2015-09-29 An insider’s tour through the
construction of invented languages from the
bestselling author and creator of languages for
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Legendary's Dune, the HBO series Game of Thrones and
the Syfy series Defiance From master language creator
David J. Peterson comes a creative guide to language
construction for sci-fi and fantasy fans, writers,
game creators, and language lovers. Peterson offers
a captivating overview of language creation,
covering its history from Tolkien’s creations and
Klingon to today’s thriving global community of
conlangers. He provides the essential tools necessary
for inventing and evolving new languages, using
examples from a variety of languages including his
own creations, punctuated with references to
everything from Star Wars to Janelle Mon e. Along
the way, behind-the-scenes stories lift the curtain on
how he built languages like Dothraki for HBO’s Game
of Thrones and Shiv isith for Marvel’s Thor: The
Dark World, and an included phrasebook will start
fans speaking Peterson’s constructed languages. The
Art of Language Invention is an inside look at a
fascinating culture and an engaging entry into a
flourishing art form—and it might be the most fun
you’ll ever have with linguistics. The Art of
Language Invention includes a new chapter on phrases,
specifically, word order, negation, question
formation, pragmatic concerns, relativization, and
subordination, providing a complete introduction to
kursy-lingvist-praim

language creation and linguistics. Invented languages
featured in the book now include Chakobsa from
Legendary’s Dune, Trigedasleng (or Grounder) from
The 100, M n sh language from Motherland: Fort
Salem and Ravkan from the Netflix series Shadow and
Bone.
The Russian Folktale by Vladimir Yakovlevich Propp
Vladimir Yakovlevich Propp 2012-09-12 Vladimir
Propp is the Russian folklore specialist most widely
known outside Russia thanks to the impact of his
1928 book Morphology of the Folktale-but
Morphology is only the first of Propp's contributions
to scholarship. This volume translates into English
for the first time his book The Russian Folktale, which
was based on a seminar on Russian folktales that
Propp taught at Leningrad State University late in
his life. Edited and translated by Sibelan Forrester,
this English edition contains Propp's own text and is
supplemented by notes from his students. The Russian
Folktale begins with Propp's description of the
folktale's aesthetic qualities and the history of the
term; the history of folklore studies, first in Western
Europe and then in Russia and the USSR; and the place
of the folktale in the matrix of folk culture and folk
oral creativity. The book presents Propp's key insight
into the formulaic structure of Russian wonder tales
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(and less schematically than in Morphology, though
in abbreviated form), and it devotes one chapter to
each of the main types of Russian folktales: the
wonder tale, the "novellistic" or everyday tale, the
animal tale, and the cumulative tale. Even Propp's
bibliography, included here, gives useful insight into
the sources accessible to and used by Soviet
scholars in the third quarter of the twentieth
century. Propp's scholarly authority and his human
warmth both emerge from this well-balanced and
carefully structured series of lectures. An accessible
introduction to the Russian folktale, it will serve
readers interested in folklore and fairy-tale studies in
addition to Russian history and cultural studies.
Historical Writing of Early Rus (c. 1000–c. 1400)
in a Comparative Perspective Timofey V. Guimon
2021-06-17 This book discusses the emergence,
forms, composition, content, and the functions of
historical writing in Rus and sets the material in a
comparative context.
Nation-building in the Post-Soviet Borderlands
Graham Smith 1998-09-10 This book examines how
national and ethnic identities are being reforged in the
post-Soviet borderland states.
Support, Resistance and Pragmatism Margrethe B.
S vik 2007
kursy-lingvist-praim

New Challenges in Typology Patience Epps 2009 This
volume continues the tradition of presenting the
latest findings by typologists and field linguists,
relevant to general linguistic theory and research
methodology. Cross-linguistic studies based on large
samples and in-depth studies of previously undescribed
languages highlight new refinements and revisions to
our current understanding of established categories
and classifications.
Linguistic Authority, Language Ideology, and
Metaphor Neil Bermel 2007-01-01 How does a
country find itself 'at war' over spelling? This book
focuses on a crucial juncture in the post-communist
history of the Czech Republic, when an orthographic
commission with a moderate reformist agenda found
itself the focus of enormous public controversy.
Delving back into history, Bermel explores the Czech
nation's long tradition of intervention and its
association with the purity of the language, and how
in the twentieth century an ascendant linguistic
school - Prague Functionalism - developed into a
progressive but centralizing ideology whose power
base was inextricably linked to the communist regime.
Bermel looks closely at the reforms of the 1990s
and the heated public reaction to them. On the part of
language regulators, he examines the ideology that
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underlay the reforms and the tactics employed on all
sides to gain linguistic authority, while in dissecting
the public reaction, he looks both at conscious
arguments marshaled in favor of and against reform
and at the use, conscious and subconscious, of
metaphors about language. Of interest to faculty
and students working in the area of language,
cultural studies, and history, especially that of
transitional and post-communist states, this volume
is also relevant for those with a more general
interest in language planning and language reform. The
book is awarded with the "The George Blazyca Prize in
East European Studies 2008".
The Theory of Evolution and Its Impact Aldo Fasolo
2011-11-27 Year 2009 was the triumph of Darwin
as a global superstar, spinning from the pop icon to
the actual understanding to what make him a great
innovator, able to give a turn to whole modern
culture. Does all this activity mean evolution has
lost its ability to excite fear and opposition? After
such a deluge of books, conferences, reviews, gadgets,
what is today our vision on theory of Evolution and
its Impact? These are the questions asked at an interacademy conference held in Torino (May 27-29,
2010) among the Accademia delle Scienze di Torino,
the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei and the Berlinkursy-lingvist-praim

Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften. The
present book collects the contributions from the
meeting, mixing styles, arguments, topics, history and
philosophy of science, modern biology and
epistemology . This kind of inter-disciplinary approach
may appear erratic, but it conveys flashes of lights
on the changing scene where the theory of evolution
plays. This is in line with the idea to reopen the file of
the Two Cultures, looking at shared problems, which
are not yet really the Third Culture invoked by
Charles Percy Snow half a century ago, but they can
foster it, at least in such a pivotal domain as
evolution. According to the philosopher Michael Ruse,
the conclusion is “that in fifty years or a hundred
years we will still have the theory of the Origin
around. Great, precisely because it does not stand
still, but remakes itself and grows and changes by
virtue of the fact that it gives such a terrific
foundation. Is Darwinism past its sell-by date? Not
by a long chalk yet!”
Ibn Seer n's Dictionary of Dreams According to
Isl mic Inner TraditionsMuhammad M. Al-Akili 1992
Revisionist Revolution in Vygotsky Studies Anton
Yasnitsky 2015-09-16 Revisionist Revolution in
Vygotsky Studies brings together recent critical
investigations which examine historical and textual
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inaccuracies associated with received understandings
of Vygotsky’s work. By deconstructing the
Vygotskian narrative, the authors debunk the 'cult
of Vygotsky', allowing for a new, exciting
interpretation of the logic and direction of his theory.
The chapters cover a number of important themes,
including: The chronology of Vygotsky’s ideas and
theory development, and the main core of his
theoretical writings Relationships between
Vygotskians and their Western colleagues The
international reception of Vygotskian psychology
and problems of translation The future development
of Vygotskian science Using Vygotsky’s published and
unpublished writings the authors present a detailed
historical understanding of Vygotsky’s thought, and
the circumstances in which he worked. It includes
coverage of the organization of academic psychology
in the Soviet Union, the network of scholars
associated with Vygotsky in the interwar period, and
the assumed publication ban on Vygotsky’s writings.
This volume is the first to provide an overview of
revisionist studies of Vygotsky’s work, and is the
product of close international collaboration
between revisionist scholars. It will be an essential
contribution to Vygotskian scholarship, and of
great interest to researchers in the history of
kursy-lingvist-praim

psychology, history of science, Soviet/Russian
history, philosophical psychology and philosophy of
science.
Introducing Translation Studies Jeremy Munday
2009-05-07 This textbook provides an accessible
overview of the key contributions to translation
theory. Each chapter explores a new theory and
approaches are tested by applying them to texts from
a range of languages, with English translations
provided.
A Biographical Dictionary of Women's Movements and
Feminisms Francisca de Haan 2006-01-10 This
Biographical Dictionary describes the lives, works and
aspirations of more than 150 women and men who
were active in, or part of, women’s movements and
feminisms in Central, Eastern and South Eastern
Europe. Thus, it challenges the widely held belief that
there was no historical feminism in this part of Europe.
These innovative and often moving biographical
portraits not only show that feminists existed here,
but also that they were widespread and diverse, and
included Romanian princesses, Serbian philosophers and
peasants, Latvian and Slovakian novelists, Albanian
teachers, Hungarian Christian social workers and
activists of the Catholic women’s movement,
Austrian factory workers, Bulgarian feminist
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scientists and socialist feminists, Russian radicals,
philanthropists, militant suffragists and Bolshevik
activists, prominent writers and philosophers of the
Ottoman era, as well as Turkish republican leftist
political activists and nationalists, internationally
recognized Greek feminist leaders, Estonian
pharmacologists and science historians, Slovenian
‘literary feminists,’ Czech avant-garde painters,
Ukrainian feminist scholars, Polish and Czech Senate
Members, and many more. Their stories together
constitute a rich tapestry of feminist activity and
redress a serious imbalance in the historiography of
women’s movements and feminisms.
Word-Formation in the World's Languages Pavol
tekauer 2012-04-23 Fills a gap in cross-linguistic
research by being the first systematic survey of the
word-formation of the world's languages. Data from
fifty-five world languages reveals associations
between word-formation processes in genetically and
geographically distinct languages.
Towards a General Theory of Translational Action
Katharina Reiss 2014-04-08 This is the first English
translation of the seminal book by Katharina Rei and
Hans Vermeer, Grundlegung einer allgemeinen
Translationstheorie, first published in 1984. The
first part of the book was written by Vermeer and
kursy-lingvist-praim

explains the theoretical foundations and basic
principles of skopos theory as a general theory of
translation and interpreting or ‘translational
action’, whereas the second part, penned by Katharina
Rei , seeks to integrate her text-typological
approach, first presented in 1971, as a ‘specific
theory’ that focuses on those cases in which the
skopos requires equivalence of functions between the
source and target texts. Almost 30 years after it
first appeared, this key publication is now finally
accessible to the next generations of translation
scholars. In her translation, Christiane Nord
attempts to put skopos theory and her own concept
of ‘function plus loyalty’ to the test, by producing a
comprehensible, acceptable text for a rather
heterogeneous audience of English-speaking students
and scholars all over the world, at the same time as
acting as a loyal intermediary for the authors, to
whom she feels deeply indebted as a former student and
colleague.
Legal Translation and Court Interpreting: Ethical
Values, Quality, Competence Training Annikki
Liimatainen 2017-10-24 This multidisciplinary
volume offers a systematic analysis of translation
and interpreting as a means of guaranteeing equality
under the law as well as global perspectives in legal
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translation and interpreting contexts. It offers
insights into new research on • language policies and
linguistic rights in multilingual communities • the role
of the interpreter • accreditation of legal
translators and interpreters • translator and
interpreter education in multiple countries and •
approaches to terms and tools for legal settings.
The authors explore familiar problems with a view to
developing new approaches to language justice by
learning from researchers, trainers, practitioners and
policy makers. By offering multiple methods and
perspectives covering diverse contexts (e.g. in
Austria, Belgium, England, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Norway, Poland), this
volume is a welcome contribution to legal
translation and interpreting studies scholars and
practitioners alike, highlighting settings that have
received limited attention, such as the linguistic
rights of vulnerable populations, as well as
practical solutions to methodological and
terminological problems.
The Teaching of Reading Ralph C. Staiger 1973
Orientalism Edward W Said 2016-10-25 ‘A
stimulating, elegant yet pugnacious
essay’—Observer In this highly acclaimed seminal
work, Edward Said surveys the history and nature of
kursy-lingvist-praim

Western attitudes towards the East, considering
Orientalism as a powerful European ideological
creation—a way for writers, philosophers and
colonial administrators to deal with the ‘otherness’
of Eastern culture, customs and beliefs. He traces
this view through the writings of Homer, Nerval and
Flaubert, Disraeli and Kipling, whose imaginative
depictions have greatly contributed to the West’s
romantic and exotic picture of the Orient. In the
Afterword, Said examines the effect of continuing
Western imperialism.
Life Histories of Etnos Theory in Russia and Beyond
David G. Anderson 2019-02-25 The idea of etnos
came into being over a hundred years ago as a way of
understanding the collective identities of people with
a common language and shared traditions. In the
twentieth century, the concept came to be associated
with Soviet state-building, and it fell sharply out of
favour. Yet outside the academy, etnos-style
arguments not only persist, but are a vibrant part of
regional anthropological traditions. Life Histories of
Etnos Theory in Russia and Beyond makes a powerful
argument for reconsidering the importance of etnos in
our understanding of ethnicity and national identity
across Eurasia. The collection brings to life a rich
archive of previously unpublished letters, fieldnotes,
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and photographic collections of the theory’s early
proponents. Using contemporary fieldwork and case
studies, the volume shows how the ideas of these
ethnographers continue to impact and shape identities
in various regional theatres from Ukraine to the
Russian North to the Manchurian steppes of what is
now China. Through writing a life history of these
collectivist concepts, the contributors to this
volume unveil a world where the assumptions of
liberal individualism do not hold. In doing so, they
demonstrate how notions of belonging are not
fleeting but persistent, multi-generational, and biosocial. This collection is essential reading for anyone
interested in Russian and Chinese area studies. It will
also appeal to historians and students of
anthropology and ethnography more generally.
Complete Manual of the Auxiliary Language Ido
1973
Anaphora Resolution and Text Retrieval Helene
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Schmolz 2015-03-30 This book covers anaphora
resolution for the English language from a linguistic
and computational point of view. First, a definition of
anaphors that applies to linguistics as well as
information technology is given. On this foundation,
all types of anaphors and their characteristics for
English are outlined. To examine how frequent each
type of anaphor is, a corpus of different hypertexts
has been established and analysed with regard to
anaphors. The most frequent type are non-finite
clause anaphors - a type which has never been
investigated so far. Therefore, the potential of nonfinite clause anaphors are further explored with
respect to anaphora resolution. After presenting the
fundamentals of computational anaphora resolution
and its application in text retrieval, rules for
resolving non-finite clause anaphors are established.
Therefore, this book shows that a truly
interdisciplinary approach can achieve results which
would not have been possible otherwise.
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